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~31.5VAAA/l.R03 size

BATTERIES REQUIRED
Requires 3 x 1.51'MA" or lR03 slze
alkaline batteries (not included).
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Q: Is the Force FX Lightsaber a licensed collectible?
A: Yes,The Force FX Lightsaber is a licensed collectibleapproved and endorsed by
Lucasfllm Ltd. As a collectible, the Force FX Llghtsaber IS not su~tablefor children.

OnIOff
Locate the ONIOFF switch on t
control panel as shown in the
diagram. To turn the lightsaber

0: Is the Force FX Lightsaber a limited edition y p replica?
A: No. Although the design of the Force FX Li tsaber IS falthful to the look of the movie
prop, it is not an exact replica. The h8iltof the Yorce FX Lightsaber was made slightly
larger than the actual movie rop in order to accommodate the electronics thatcontrol
the liaht and sound effects. fhe Force FX Lightsaber collectibles are not limited to a Dredeteimined edition size; therefore, they are hot classified as limited edition replicas.

ihe switch backward, &t

Place lightsaber on stand as shown.

Q: What is the blade on the Force FX Lightsaber made of?
A: The Force FX Lightsaber features
activated, the blade glows bnghtly a
effects taken directly from the film
Q: Is the blade on the Force FX
A. No, the blade IS not removab

Q: How lona should the liaht in the Force FX Liohtsaber last?
A: It should"run for sever2 hours on a fresh seiof battenes. The electronics, ~fcared fc
properly, should last for several thousand hours of use. Replace the batteries wheneve
the performance begins to change, such as reduced brightness or volume.
Q: Can I use my Force FX Lightsaber for dueling?
A: No. This product should not be used to strike other people or animals. Although
the blade is very durable, it should never be used for fighting or dueling. The Force FX
Lightsaber was produced to be a collectible.
Q: Sometimes I see a dark spot in the middle of the blade. Is there something wrong w
the lightsaber?
A: No. The dark area is actually a result of the design. All the Force FX Lightsabers are
handmade and as a result, this slightly dark area at the middle of the blade is normal. 1
does not affect the performance of the llghtsaber In any way.
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CAUTION:

1 As with all small batteries, the batteries used with this product should be
kept away from small children who still put things in their mouths. If they
are swallowed, promptly see a doctor and have the doctor phone (202)
625-3333collect. If you reside outside the United States, have the doctor
cal your local polson control center.
2. Always follow the instructions carefully. Use only batteries specifled and be
sure to insert them correctly by matching the + and -polarity markings.
3 Do not mix old batteries and new batteries or standard (carbon-zinc)
with alkalline batteries.
4 Remove exhausted or dead batteries from the product.
5 Remove batteries if product is not to be played with for a long time.
6. Do not short-circuit the supply terminals.
7 Should this product cause, or be affected by, local electrical interference,
S: Do not mix these with any other types
the product before recharging. Recharge
. DO NOT RECHARGE OTHER TYPES

FCC Statement:

plies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. 0 eration is sub'ect
to the foilowing two conditions: (1) This device mgy norcause harnrfu!
Interference,and (2) this device must accept an Interference received,
including interferencethat may cause undesireJoperation.
This q u l ment has been tested and found to com I with the limits for
Rules. These
a Class $)digital devae, pursuant to part 15 of the
limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses
and can radiate radio frequency energy, and, if'not installed and used in
accordance wlth the Instructlons. mav cause harmful Interference to radio
communications. However, there is nb uarantee that interferencewll
not occur in a particular instgllgtion. If t8s equipment does cause.harmful
l~nterference
to radlo or telev~slonreception whlch can be determined by
turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct
the Interferenceby one or more of the followin measures:
Reorient or relocate the receiving
Increase the separation between the equ(pment and receiver.
Consult the dealer or an experienced rad~o/TVtechnician for
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modifications not expressly approved by the party
responsible for compliance could vold the user's authority to operate the
equipment.

